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ABSTRACT
With the progress of deep submicron technology, power consumption and temperature related issues have
become dominant factors for chip design. Therefore, very large-scale integrated systems like Systems-on-Chip
(SoCs) are exposed to an increasing thermal stress. On the one hand, this necessitates effective mechanisms for
thermal management. On the other hand, application of thermal management is accompanied by disturbance
of system integrity and degradation of system performance. In this paper the authors propose to precompute
and proactively manage on-chip temperature of systems based on Networks-on-Chip (NoCs). Thereby, traditional reactive approaches, utilizing the NoC infrastructure to perform thermal management, can be replaced.
This results not only in shorter response times for application of management measures and a reduction of
temperature and thermal imbalances, but also in less impairment of system integrity and performance. The
systematic analysis of simulations conducted for NoC sizes ranging from 2x2 to 4x4 proves that under certain
conditions the proactive approach is able to mitigate the negative impact of thermal management on system
performance while still improving the on-chip temperature profile.
Keywords:
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INTRODUCTION
The emergence of nanotechnology is accompanied by cumulative power densities and
switching activities per unit area. Therefore,
increasingly complex and highly integrated
systems like SoCs have to contend with wellknown challenges. Amongst others, this con-
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cerns heat dissipation, leading to high circuit
temperatures and possibly strongly unbalanced
on-chip temperature distributions (see ∆T
[°C] in Table 7 for examples regarding onchip temperature variations). In the light of a
growing number of transistors per chip, which
are increasingly susceptible to environmental
influences and deterioration, this issue is topical
more than ever. As a consequence, thermal stress
and physical effects exponentially depending on temperature (JEDEC, 2009) threaten
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the integrity of Integrated Circuits (ICs) and
have major influence on operability, lifetime
and performance. The relationship between
temperature and deterioration is illustrated
by the Arrhenius model (Srinivasan & Adve,
2003) describing the influence of temperature
on the velocity of chemical reactions. This
model originates from the Van’t Hoff rule also
known as the reaction rate temperature rule
(or RGT rule), saying that chemical reactions
take place twice as fast when temperature is
increased by 10 K. As a rule of thumb, this also
can be interpreted as a bisection of lifetime of
ICs with every 10 K temperature increase. For
this reason, monitoring and control of on-chip
temperature distribution are important tasks to
secure system functionality and ensure high
performance.
Typically, monitoring of on-chip temperature is performed by collecting temperaturerelated data (e.g., by using integrated diodes).
In order to react to undesirable temperatures
this data has to be transferred to a component
responsible for data evaluation and determination of appropriate reactions (i.e., thermal
management). Then instructions are sent to
the concerned components. For NoC-based
systems, commonly the NoC infrastructure
is used for this communication. Despite the
importance of thermal management, reactive
approaches impair system performance, since
the utilization of the NoC presents an intrusion
into the system and the induced traffic curtails
the availability of the NoC for regular communication. Another drawback is the comparatively
long response time in the order of several milliseconds of thermal management caused by
the time that passes between the occurrence
of a switching activity and the corresponding
temperature change (see end of section Reactive
Management for an example calculation of heat
propagation delay) as well as the transmission
delay (see DP in Table 7 for an uncongested
example NoC), which is induced when using
the NoC for reporting that change. Since two
transmissions (i.e., reporting temperature and
sending instructions) are necessary, an already
highly congested NoC additionally exacerbates

thermal management. This results in possibly
delayed reactions to undesired temperatures
and unnecessary long periods of reduced performance. Hence, we propose to predict the
on-chip temperature profile based on a model
that is realized as part of a Thermal Management Unit (TMU), instead of only reverting to
physical sensors. This model relies on switching
activities in order to calculate the temperature
profile. By means of the made predictions, the
TMU is able to immediately initiate execution
of instructions for thermal management. Such a
TMU can be implemented in software running
on a core of the SoC or it is an inherent part
of a core implemented in hardware. Thereby,
response time for thermal management is
shortened by avoiding the waiting period from
switching activity to temperature change and
by reducing the number of monitoring-related
transmissions (i.e., only switching activities are
reported instead of temperature rises and drops)
to the TMU. Additionally, this reduces the traffic
load of the NoC and frees up communication
capacities for regular data traffic. Prerequisites
are that predictions can be accomplished rather
fast without generating too much additional heat
induced by the logic necessary for the activity
counters and the calculation process for the
model. To ascertain to which extent proactive
thermal management influences system performance and on-chip temperature distribution,
this approach is compared to a setup reverting
to reactive management and to a setup without
any thermal management.
Briefly summarized, the contributions of
this article are the following:
•
•
•

Introduction of a software-based temperature model for ICs;
Application of this model for proactive
temperature management of NoCs;
Evaluation of proactive management
and comparison to conventional reactive
methods.

The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In section Related Work an overview
over existing work regarding modeling of on-
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chip temperature and approaches for reactive
and proactive management strategies is given.
In section Simulation Environment the environment for the simulation of proactive and
reactive thermal management of NoC-based
systems is introduced. In section Experiments
and Results experiments focusing on the impact of proactive and reactive management
on system performance, effort for thermal
management and temperature are conducted.
Finally, a conclusion and an outlook for future
work are given.

RELATED WORK
Numerous investigations have already been
conducted in the field of modeling thermal
behavior (Skadron, Stan, Velusamy, Sankaranarayanan, & Tarjan, 2003; Shang, Peh, Kumar, &
Jha, 2004; Liu, Calimera, Nannarelli, Macii, &
Poncino, 2010; Tockhorn, Cornelius, Saemrow,
& Timmermann, 2010) of ICs by exploiting
the equivalence of electrical and thermal energy flows (Krum, 2000) since this approach
implicates some worthwhile consequences
regarding effort for thermal management. In
(Skadron, Stan, Velusamy, Sankaranarayanan,
& Tarjan, 2003), electrical RC-circuits are used
to model the thermal behavior of an entire chip.
Variability of modeling granularity allows for
a trade-off between modeling accuracy and
speed. Temperature of the functional blocks is
computed by using values for average power
dissipation. In (Shang, Peh, Kumar, and Jha,
2004) this approach is tailored to the simulation
of the thermal behavior of on-chip networks.
For this purpose, the model of equivalent RCcircuits is extended by the integration of heat
spreading angles. Temperature estimation is
performed by capturing the network traffic,
using these statistics for estimation of power
consumption and computing the temperature
profile. The creation of SPICE netlists consisting
of RC-circuits in order to model on-chip thermal
properties is proposed in (Liu, Calimera, Nannarelli, Macii, & Poncino, 2010) and (Tockhorn,
Cornelius, Saemrow, & Timmermann, 2010).

Besides the given works on proactive
and reactive thermal management, there exist
several design-time thermal-aware solutions
based on task and application mapping. In
(Hung, Addo-Quaye, Theocharides, Xie, Vijaykrishnan, & Irwin, 2004) an algorithm for
IP virtualization and placement for NoC-based
architectures is presented. This approach aims
at balancing the temperature profile and reducing hot spots during the design process of the
system. This is achieved by IP virtualization and
placement applying genetic algorithms, which
are based on evolutionary principles of natural
selection. Due to the nature of the process of IP
placement and mapping, this approach can be
considered rather inflexible. Similarly, (Zanini,
Atienza, & G., 2009) focuses on reducing hot
spots and balancing the temperature profile of
Multi-Processor Systems-on-Chip (MPSoCs).
For this purpose, the thermal behavior of
MPSoCs is modeled as a control theory problem. This facilitates the design of a frequency
controller for thermal management (i.e., Dynamic Frequency Scaling (DFS)) without the
necessity of knowing the thermal profile (i.e.,
the workload profile) of the chip at designtime. The approach is verified by application
to the Sun Niagara 8-core MPSoC. Although
this work has to be attributed to design-time
thermal-aware solutions, it yields a method
for runtime thermal management. In (Coskun,
Rosing, Whisnant, & Gross, 2008) Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) is utilized for task
scheduling for MPSoCs in order to minimize
on-chip hot spots and temperature imbalances.
This approach adjusts the workload distribution at design time to optimize temporal and
spatial temperature distributions provided that
the applied set of tasks and its characteristics is
known. Therefore, the presented approach can
be considered rather static, though an extension is presented facilitating the possibility to
predict the impact of (conceivable) workload
variations at runtime.
Research that can be related to reactive
management strategies for on-chip networks
is available abundantly. A general concept of
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an event-based runtime monitoring service
for NoC components using hardware probes
is proposed in (Ciordas, Basten, Radulescu,
Goossens, & Meerbergen, 2005). In (Ciordas,
Basten, Radulescu, Goossens, & Meerbergen,
2005) this concept is examined with focus on the
integration into an existing NoC and the arising
implications. In (Guang, Nigussie, Rantala, &
Isoaho, 2010) a hierarchical agent framework
to realize monitoring services on parallel SoC
systems in order to provide for reconfigurability
and fault tolerance is proposed. An approach
specified to reactive monitoring and control of
temperature in NoC-based systems is provided
by (Martinez & Atienza, 2009), where sensors
monitor the temperature of the system components and use the NoC infrastructure to report
temperature to a central TMU.
Proactive thermal management can be
defined as predicting temperature at runtime
and taking appropriate actions instead of monitoring temperature and reacting to undesired
changes. Assuming this, investigations in this
field are available more sparsely. In (Coskun,
Rosing, & Gross, 2008) autoregressive moving
average (ARMA) modeling is used to predict
temperature of SoCs by regressing previous
measurements from thermal sensors. Predictions are employed for thread allocation in order
to balance on-chip temperature distribution.
An approach using a thermal model based on
equivalent RC-circuits in order to apply reactive
and proactive measures for thermal management is introduced in (Shang, Peh, Kumar, &
Jha, 2004).
Our work is motivated by three issues.
Firstly, thermal models eventually depend on
offline profiling for the extraction of values for
power consumption. This makes these models
more suitable for tasks like thermal-aware
placement and mapping than for the dynamic
modeling of thermal properties of ICs. Secondly,
due to their nature reactive strategies for thermal
management suffer from long response times
because the sending of instructions requires
availability of monitoring data first in order to
take appropriate decisions. The transmission
of this data impairs system performance due to

increased traffic. Thirdly, in many cases proactive approaches are not suited for management
of NoC routers and links (e.g., they deploy
measures like software-based thread allocation)
or they partially still rely on physical sensors
(Coskun, Rosing, & Gross, 2008) and external
tools for profiling (Shang, Peh, Kumar, & Jha,
2004). For these reasons the main contributions
of this work are as follows. We extend a NoC
simulation environment by a thermal model,
which is based on equivalent RC-circuits and
therefore does not rely on thermal sensors,
which does not depend on any external tools and
which allows for simultaneous system simulation and thermal modeling. This model is used
in conjunction with DFS and task relocation in
order to allow for simulation of proactive thermal management. To determine the impact on
system performance and on-chip temperature
distribution this setup is compared to an analog
reactive implementation and a reference system
without thermal management.

SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
The simulation environment, developed for
evaluation of reactive and proactive thermal
management, allows for functional simulation of
NoCs based on a 2D mesh topology, wormhole
packet switching and XY routing. Amongst
others, parameters like NoC size, link width
and simulation duration can be specified. The
system components, which are connected by
the NoC, are represented by Intellectual Property (IP) cores. The IP cores are individually
configurable concerning generation frequency,
length and destination address of packets. For
more detailed information regarding system parameters like packet size, flit size and operating
frequencies refer to Table 1. Data generation
by the IP cores is executed randomly based on
fixed load factors assigned to the cores resulting in uniform traffic patterns. The load factors
serve to emulate unspecific tasks running on
the cores (an implementation of a model integrating realistic task graphs (Rhodes, Dick, &
Vallerio) was not yet available). This implies
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Table 1. Design parameters of the applied simulation environment
Parameter

Value

Flit size

64 bit

Packet header size

1 flit

Packet size

1-32 flits

IP core output rate

0.5 flits/cycle

Router buffer size

8 flits

Link capacity

64 bits/cycle

Min. router delay

4 cycles/header flit
2 cycles/data flit

Period / frequency

1 ns/1 GHz

DFS frequency steps

1.0 GHz, 0.9 GHz, …, 500 MHz

Init. chip temperature

60.0 °C

Ambient temperature

45.0 °C

that the overall number of running tasks directly
depends on the NoC size (e.g., a 4x4 NoC comprises 16 tasks) and that there are no specified
task parameters (e.g., task runtime, overall data
amount or scheduling policies). Hence, for
now there is no possibility to draw conclusions
regarding the impact of thermal management
on task runtime or overall application runtime.
Furthermore, the sample period TS, determining
the rate of capturing statistics, can be set. To
preserve consistency the thermal model was
developed by using the SystemC Analog Mixed
Signal (AMS) library (Accellera, 2010), since
the simulation environment itself is based on
the SystemC (Accellera, 2006) and SystemC

Transaction-Level Modeling (TLM) (Accellera,
2009) libraries. By deploying the AMS library,
the dualism of electrical and thermal energy
flows can be exploited for modeling, because
models of all necessary electrical components
are included. This allows for simultaneous
system simulation and thermal modeling, while
preserving system integrity (i.e., independence
from external tools for power tracing). For
modeling, the NoC infrastructure is mapped on
a regular grid of RC-tiles (Tockhorn, Cornelius,
Saemrow, & Timmermann, 2010). A single RCtile consists of four horizontal and one vertical
electrical resistance modeling the resistance for
heat flow in the respective direction (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Mapping of a 2x2 NoC to a regular grid of RC-tiles
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Furthermore, every tile contains an electrical
capacitance representing the amount of thermal
energy this tile is able to absorb before heat starts
to spread to adjacent tiles. Every component
of the NoC (i.e., link, router and IP core) is assigned a current source (black dots in Figure 1),
which corresponds to the source of heat for that
component. The current IInj representing the heat
generated by a component is commensurate to
the observed activity ActObserved and is calculated
according to Equation (1). In addition to the
actual chip the thermal model also accounts
for a complete chip package including heat
spreader and sink like it is done in (Skadron,
Stan, Velusamy, Sankaranarayanan, & Tarjan,
2003). By varying the number of RC-tiles per
component simulation speed can be traded off
against accuracy. The general flow of parallel
functional and thermal simulation is depicted
in Figure 2. First the NoC topology is set up
① by analyzing simulation parameters and the
deployed strategy for thermal management and
configuring the IP cores (represented as sending
and receiving components). Subsequently, the
equivalent RC-network is established, ② according to the specified geometry and modeling
parameters. Then, the simulation of the NoC, its
thermal behavior and the employed strategy for
thermal management is executed, and ③ every
time the specified sample period TS expires, the
simulation is stalled, NoC component activity
statistics are passed to the thermal model for
current calculation and temperature output of

the thermal model is delivered to the thermal
management system. After this, the simulation is
continued. During simulation the output of the
thermal model is updated every clock cycle. The
electrical current I, corresponding to heat flow,
which is fed into the RC-network, is calculated
by Equation (1).
I Inj 

ΣTrans 0→1 × ETrans
Ts

+ PStatic

(1)

Trans0→1 is the number of bit transitions
from 0 to 1 captured for a particular NoC
component (note that for the sake of simplicity energy consuming transitions from 1 to 0
are omitted, since their consideration requires
knowledge of the gate level circuit design), ETrans
is the energy a single transition consumes, TS
is the sample period and PStatic is the value for
static power consumption only relevant for active components. A more simple but also more
inaccurate approach to comprise switching
activity is to replace Trans0→1 by the number
of monitored flits. In this case ETrans needs to be
replaced by an average value for a single flit for
the prospective data pattern. For routers ETrans
is set to 1,5 pJ due to energy consumption of
0,096 nJ, caused by a 64 bit wide flit crossing
a router (Ye, 2004). Since routers are active
elements, PStatic for input and output modules
as well as FIFO buffers has to be considered

Figure 2. Flow of simultaneous functional simulation and thermal modeling
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(Cornelius, 2011). The value of 20 pJ for ETrans
of an IP core is unreferenced and only serves
to reflect the proportion of IP core to router accounting for the variability of heat generation
depending on IP core activity. PStatic for an IP
core is estimated to be about 100 mW based
upon power dissipation of an IBM PowerPC
405 (IBM, 2006) being suitable for integration
into a NoC. For NoC links ETrans is set to 11,62
fJ, assuming a wire length of at most 200 µm,
random traffic patterns and a transition rate of
50 % (Gag, Wegner, & Timmermann, 2010).

THERMAL MANAGEMENT
Irrespective of the method of applying measures
for Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM) to
micro- or nanoelectronic systems these measures themselves have not changed significantly
and mainly focus on the reduction of dynamic
power consumption. This is due to the fact,
that on the one hand the biggest part of the
consumed power is dissipated as heat and on the
other hand this power can be influenced rather
directly. As the commonly known equation for
dynamic power consumption (see Equation 2)
shows, Pdyn is calculated from the switching
activity factor α, the frequency f, the supply
voltage VS and the switched capacitance CLoad.
Pdyn = α ×C Load × f ×VS2

(2)

So in order to dynamically control power
consumption and eventually reduce heat generation, typically α, VS and f have to be modi-

fied. This has resulted in widely spread DTM
techniques like DFS, Dynamic Voltage Scaling
(DVS), clock gating, task migration or relocation and various other approaches (Skadron,
Stan, Velusamy, Sankaranarayanan, & Tarjan,
2003). In order to be able to adequately apply
DTM measures, sensors are needed in order to
monitor particular system parameters and to
reliably draw conclusions regarding on-chip
temperature distribution. The most obvious
and straightforward approach is to monitor the
temperature of a certain chip area or component
and to report violations of predefined rules
to initiate a DTM technique (e.g., one of the
mechanisms mentioned). Transferred to DTM
for regular NoC-based systems, this results in
numerous components (i.e., routers, IP cores)
that have to be monitored in parallel. Since
monitoring every component with a dedicated
sensor would be disproportionate to costs, we
defined a part of the NoC for which a single
sensor or probe P is responsible for (Figure 3).
Since this work focuses on the impact of DTM
communication traffic on system performance
the applied DTM techniques are limited to DFS
and task relocation. For the latter a task running
on an IP core is migrated to another if required.

Reactive Approach
Reactive thermal management is represented by
an implementation of a monitoring and control
system, which reverts to event-based monitoring for NoCs (Ciordas, Basten, Rădulescu,
Goossens, & Meerbergen, 2005). As shown in
Figure 3 a probe P is attached to every NoC-

Figure 3. Components of a NoC-tile a probe P is responsible for; every camera represents a
thermal sensor/activity counter
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tile, which is responsible for managing its four
associated thermal sensors (one sensor for the
IP, one for the router and one for each link).
The general communication flow for reactive
thermal management is depicted in Figure 4.
The probe constantly monitors temperature of
all components of its associated tile. This includes the IP core, the router and the two links
from north to south as well as from east to west.
In case a temperature change ∆T exceeding a
predefined threshold TThresh is detected for one
or more components (e.g., ∆TR for router), the
probe generates a packet containing the current
temperature of the involved components (in this
case the current router temperature TR). This
packet is sent to the Thermal Management Unit
(TMU) via the NoC infrastructure where it is
analyzed and, if necessary, appropriate instructions are sent back to the affected components.
The overall scheme of the reactive TMU is illustrated in Figure 5. All arriving probe packets are
stored in the input FIFO and are then processed
in the sequence of their arrival. As long as the

FIFO is empty the TMU stays in idle mode. In
case a packet is available, it is removed from
the FIFO and analyzed regarding type (i.e.,
link, router, IP core), position and temperature
value of the involved components. Thereupon,
the TMU’s internal thermal profile of the NoC
is updated and an appropriate reaction (i.e.,
DFS or task relocation) is determined. Then
a packet containing instructions for thermal
management is generated and buffered in the
output FIFO in order to be transmitted to the
concerned NoC components. Reaction policies
follow specified values for step size of DFS
as well as maximum and minimum frequency
boundaries. Furthermore, an upper temperature
limit TBound and a lower limit for temperature
variation ∆TMax between IP cores are defined
both triggering IP core task relocation. TBound
serves to reduce hot spots by relocating a task
to the IP core with the lowest temperature in
case a maximal allowed temperature is exceeded. ∆TMax is used to balance the thermal
profile by relocating a task to the IP core with

Figure 4. Exemplary communication path for reactive thermal management

Figure 5. Reactive approach for Thermal Management Unit (TMU)
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the biggest temperature variation compared to
the affected IP core (i.e., in case the biggest
temperature variation exceeds ∆TMax the current task is relocated to the IP core with the
lowest temperature). ∆TMax is only used as long
as TBound is not exceeded for that IP core. The
TMU itself is not excluded from this process.
Thus, every IP core is a potential TMU, since
replacing a whole IP core by a TMU would
induce unacceptable overhead. Hence, the
TMU can be regarded as being implemented in
software. While the TMU is in idle mode or it
is currently not located in a particular IP core,
this IP core switches to normal operation mode
and regularly sends and receives data packets.
∆tRe s = ∆tActivity (τth ) + 2 × ∆tTrans

(3)

τth = Rth ×C th

(4)

The main disadvantage of this reactive
approach is that response times to temperature
changes are comparatively long. Equation 3
shows how the response time ∆tRes is composed
of the time ∆tActivity, that passes between a switching activity occurs (i.e., energy is consumed)
and a corresponding temperature change is
detectable, and twice the time ∆tTrans, that is
necessary for the transmission of the monitoring and DTM instruction data. As it can be seen,
∆tActivity is a function of the thermal time constant
τth. Basically, this constant describes how long
it takes until an object is heated up or annealed.
For reasonable sizes of NoC components this
constant is in the range of milliseconds leading
to comparatively long response times. According to Equation 4 for a cube consisting of silicon with an edge length of 500 µm τth would
be 4.375 ms (for more information regarding
calculation of τth please refer to Skadron, Stan,
Velusamy, Sankaranarayanan, & Tarjan, 2003)
(Rth is the thermal resistance and Cth is the
thermal capacitance of a body). On the one
hand this leads to delayed reactions to critical
temperature levels and unnecessarily long periods of applied DTM mechanisms, since re-

covery of normal operation mode depends on
decrease in reported temperature. On the other
hand the need to report decrease in temperature
as well causes additional monitoring traffic
possibly detracting regular traffic and ∆tRes.

Proactive Approach
Proactive thermal management does not solely
rely on sensors for temperature monitoring.
Instead, simple activity counters are deployed,
which monitor the switching activity of all
components of their associated NoC-tiles. This
results in one counter for the router, one for the
IP core and one for every link (Figure 3). To
consider temperature influences outside the
model (e.g., a hot day) and to facilitate mechanisms for model calibration and correction,
thermal sensors are still needed of course, but
their time of operation can be reduced clearly.
Thereby, analog measurements and resulting
extensive Analog-to-Digital (AD) conversions, additionally delaying transmission and
consuming power, can be minimized. It is assumed that the additional power consumption
induced by the activity counters is negligibly
small compared to the monitored components
(and to that of the temperature sensors including
AD converters). For this work, no calibration
or correction techniques are considered, since
firstly for simulation all relevant parameters are
defined (e.g., ambient temperature and initial
chip temperature) and secondly the objective
of this work is to identify the impact of a pure
proactive temperature management on system
performance and on-chip temperature distribution (i.e., a correction by means of thermal sensors would only distort the results). Of course,
for future work as well as application to real
scenarios these mechanisms have to be incorporated. The general communication flow for
proactive thermal management is illustrated in
Figure 6. Every time new data (i.e., a new flit)
arrives at one of the monitored components the
corresponding counter is increased. This can be
done by counting the actual bit switches caused
by the arrival of the flit or by just counting the
arriving flit. The former approach results in
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more accurate power estimations but is also
comparatively complex (i.e., time and energy
consuming), while the latter approach is more
inaccurate and lightweight. As soon as the monitored activity for one or more of the observed
components (e.g., ActR for the router of a tile)
exceeds a predefined threshold ActThresh, the
activity value of the concerned component and
the period, in which this activity was observed,
are sent to the TMU via the NoC for further
processing. Unlike for reactive management,
in this case no probe is needed, since the corresponding data can be transmitted directly to
the TMU (e.g., no AD conversion is necessary).
At the TMU (see Figure 7 for detailed scheme
of the proactive TMU) the values for activity
and observed period are used to inject a current
into the equivalent RC-network (according to
Equation 1) representing the NoC. In parallel the
TMU periodically updates its internal thermal
model of the temperature profile of the NoC
by analyzing the output of the RC-network and
checks for temperature violations. This corresponds to event-based temperature monitoring
executed by the probes of the reactive approach
using an identical threshold TThresh. In case
violations are detected, according measures are
determined. The measures follow the same policies described for reactive management, again
including the TMU itself for possible relocation and therefore turning every IP core into a
potential TMU. Once measures are scheduled,
instruction packets are generated and buffered
in the output FIFO until they are transmitted to
the targeted system component (Figure 6). As
long as no instruction packets are generated, the

IP core, in which the TMU is currently located,
performs normal operation (i.e., sending and
receiving of data packets). The main challenge
to enable a TMU to model the thermal profile
of a practical NoC is to provide the TMU with
activity statistics of all network components.
For this work it is assumed that this task can be
accomplished by exploiting hardware counters
for capturing activity statistics, which reside
in the NoC components and the IP cores and
use the NoC infrastructure to transmit these
statistics to the TMU.
∆tRe s = ∆tCompute + 2 × ∆tTrans

(5)

Another possibility would be to use
dedicated control wires for transportation to
the TMU, which may already be available in
the components of the NoC infrastructure or to
exploit structures and mechanisms integrated
for the purpose of testability (i.e., Built-InSelf-Test, Design for Test) (Durupt, Bertrand,
Beroulle, & Robach, 2006). To determine IP
core activity an approximation using typical
load factors or reverting to integrated IP core
elements may also be sufficient. This especially
applies to third-party IP cores, where access to
the hardware is constricted. Admittedly, transmission of activity statistics to the TMU using
the NoC slightly diminishes the performance
advance of proactive management. Anyway,
the most important advantage is the reduction
of response time ∆tRes for thermal management.
As it can be seen in Equation (5) ∆tActivity is now
replaced by ∆tcompute, which is the time that is

Figure 6. Exemplary communication path for proactive thermal management
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Figure 7. Proactive approach for Thermal Management Unit (TMU)

necessary for calculating the impact of newly
arrived activity statistics and updating the temperature profile. More detailed RC-networks for
modeling the on-chip temperature distribution
will produce more accurate temperature predictions, but calculation effort and therefore ∆tcompute
will also rise. In order to guarantee that ∆tRes is
shorter for proactive thermal management an
appropriate temperature model must be chosen
(i.e., ∆tcompute<∆tActivity and temperature predictions are sufficiently accurate). Furthermore,
shortening ∆tcompute contributes to the reduction
of additional heat generation, since the core
activity required for computation is curtailed.
Due to the fact that only activities are monitored,
the amount of monitoring traffic can be reduced,
since a decrease in temperature is automatically
calculated inside the TMU instead of being
reported by a probe. This minimizes overall
traffic load and reduces additional heating
caused by monitoring packets crossing the NoC.
However, this is only true if the frequency of
reporting the switching activity is lower than
that of reporting temperature changes. The
assumption that ∆tRes is shorter for proactive
management and that this saving of time is
actually relevant is supported by the fact that
∆tTrans is in the range of few nanoseconds (see
Table 7 for packet delay DP of regular data
packets) and therefore is negligible for further
considerations. Additionally, ∆tActivity of reactive
management is in the range of milliseconds
(see example in section Reactive Approach) for
reasonable sizes of NoC-tiles, so that the time

saving per notification of activity (instead of
waiting for a temperature change) may also be
in the range of milliseconds (if ∆tcompute is kept
accordingly short). As it can be seen in (Wegner,
Cornelius, Gag, Tockhorn, & Uhrmacher, 2010)
this assumption is justified, since temperature
modeling of a 2x2 NoC over 1 ms (using the
same modeling accuracy as here) takes roughly
8.5 s. This results in 8.5 ms for every µs for four
identical NoC-tiles and 2.125 ms for a single
NoC tile (linearity assumed). For comparison,
τth for this example amounts to 6.3 ms. Due
to a reduced ∆tRes and lowered traffic load,
proactive management additionally implies
two possible advantages compared to reactive
approaches, provided that temperature can be
influenced positively. Either, thermal stress and
peak temperatures are reduced, when applying identical adjustment measures, leading to
increased reliability and lifetime. Or, to achieve
identical results, for the proactive approach less
effort regarding adjustment measures has to be
put in, resulting in lower detraction of overall
system performance.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section the impact of proactive thermal
management on temperature and system performance of NoC-based systems is investigated
with reference to reactive management. Investigations regarding impact on performance focus
on net data throughput DataNet, router delay
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DR (i.e., time a flit needs to cross a router),
the number of delivered packets PTrans and the
average time tR,DFS a single router operated in
lowered frequency. Concerning management
effort the average number of task relocations for
every IP core as well as the number of monitoring messages and management instructions is
analyzed. Furthermore, to also account for the
impact of proactive thermal management on
the on-chip temperature distribution average
temperature TAvg, uniformity of temperature
distribution ∆T and the average time tR,illegal
the temperature of single a router exceeded
a maximum safe operating temperature were
analyzed. All parameters related to performance refer to values for regular data (i.e.,
traffic for thermal management is excluded)
while for calculation of the temperature profile
the switching activities caused by monitoring
messages and management instructions are
considered. For the purpose of comparability,
simulations for NoC sizes of 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4
are executed with a simulation time of 50 ms
using the standard configuration C1.1 (Table 2)
for the reference system without thermal management in order to generate reference values.
The results are depicted in Table 7. Moreover,
different configurations varying TThresh, TBound,

∆TMax and ActThresh are applied to a 4x4 NoC
(Table 2) to investigate their influence on the
observed parameters for both proactive and
reactive thermal management for a comparatively large NoC. Since currently simulation
of practical periods of time (e.g., a couple of
minutes) turns out to be very time consuming
and every simulation run is executed multiple
times in order to eliminate statistical deviations,
a single run is restricted to 50 ms. In return, to
allow for in-depth analysis, all currents injected
into the equivalent RC-network are amplified in
order to accelerate the occurrence of noteworthy
temperature variations. Without amplification
identical temperature changes could be observed
after a few minutes of simulated time. The initial
chip temperature and the ambient temperature
are set to 60 °C (Shang, Peh, Kumar, & Jha,
2004) and 45 °C (Skadron, Stan, W., Velusamy,
Sankaranarayanan, & Tarjan, 2003). The maximum safe operating temperature is set to 75 °C.

Delay and Latencies
The results for DR and tR,DFS for NoC sizes from
2x2 up to 4x4 using configuration C1.1 are
depicted in Table 3. Generally, both reactive
and proactive management decrease overall

Table 2. Configurations for simulation varying the threshold for detection of temperature changes
TThresh, the temperature limit of IP cores TBound, the temperature variation between IP cores ∆TMax
and the threshold for the detection of switching activity ActTresh (latter only relevant for proactive
thermal management; C2.1 = C3.1 = C4.1 = C1.1)
Config

TThresh [°C]

TBound [°C]

∆TMax [°C]

ActThresh [flits]

C1.1

0.2

62

0.5

20000

C1.2

0.5

62

0.5

20000

C1.3

1

62

0.5

20000

C2.2

0.2

64

0.5

20000

C2.3

0.2

66

0.5

20000

C3.2

0.2

62

1

20000

C3.3

0.2

62

2

20000

C4.2

0.2

62

0.5

50000

C4.3

0.2

62

0.5

100000
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Table 3. Results for average values of router delay DR and the average time a router operated
with reduced frequency t R,DFS for NoC sizes from 2x2 to 4x4 for proactive management, reactive
management and the reference system
DR [cycles]

Config C1.1

2x2

tR,DFS [ms]

3x3

4x4

2x2

3x3

4x4

Proactive

14

12

16

7.9

24.8

29.2

Reactive

12

12

15

3.1

23.5

29.7

Reference

5

6

6

/

/

/

performance for all NoC sizes with degradation
growing with larger NoC sizes when using the
standard configuration C1.1.
This can be attributed to increased traffic
for management due to a higher number of
components requiring management. This potentially causes longer transmission times for
data packets and extends periods in which the
NoC components operate with reduced performance (i.e., tR,DFS rises and consequently DR
increases). As it can be seen, proactive management is not able to achieve improvements
compared to the reactive approach for any of
the simulated NoC sizes using configuration
C1.1, but is able to increasingly close the gap.
Regarding DR, reactive and proactive management at least double delay. For tR,DFS only results
for the 2x2 NoC are acceptable with routers
operating with reduced frequency almost 16 %
(proactive) and 6 % (reactive) of the overall
simulation time (50 ms). For larger NoCs this
value rises to almost 60 % and results in
strongly delayed flit transmission. To investigate
if a modification of management parameters
results in better performance and proactive
management is capable to outperform the reactive approach in this regard, the simulation is
repeated for a 4x4 NoC varying management
parameters (Figure 8). For DR the best results
can be achieved for both proactive and reactive
management when increasing TBound (C2.2 and
C2.3) and ∆TMax (C3.2 and C3.3), while an
increase of TThresh has a negative impact for both
approaches (because return to full performance
after cooling down is delayed) and an increase
of ActThresh naturally only affects proactive

management negatively (i.e., delayed detection
of temperature rises and therefore longer periods of low performance). This leads to the
conclusion that reducing the amount of task
relocations (i.e., increasing TBound and ∆TMax)
for the purpose of balancing the on-chip temperature profile contributes most to the reduction of DR. Though, differences between C3.2
and C3.3 are only marginal indicating saturation. Concerning DR proactive management is
not able to outperform its reactive counterpart
at least for the applied management settings.
Regarding tR,DFS, C4.3 exhibits the best results
for proactive management while C3.2 (i.e., a
raise of ∆TMax) achieves the best result for the
reactive approach. Again, absolute improvements as well as difference between these results
are rather marginal (in the order of 400 µs). It
can be assumed that the advancement of proactive management increases with growing NoC
sizes, since this behavior is already indicated
in Table 3. Regarding the other configurations
a behavior similar to DR can be observed.
Theoretically, an increase of TThresh should result
in fewer monitoring packets for reactive management and therefore also in fewer instruction
packets congesting the NoC, while for proactive
management naturally only the latter are reduced. At first glance a higher TThresh seems to
have a counterproductive effect, since the performance decrease is obviously exacerbated
for both management approaches. Actually, the
increased amount of regular data crossing the
NoC leads to this ostensive exacerbation (compare reduced penalties for PTrans in Figure 9 for
C1.2 and C1.3), especially as the remaining
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Figure 8. The average values of router delay DR and the average time a router operated with
reduced frequency tR,DFS for configurations C1.1 to C4.3 for a 4x4 NoC

Figure 9. The average values of net data throughput DataNet and the number of delivered data
packets PTrans for configurations C1.1 to C4.3 for a 4x4 NoC

management instructions still decrease performance and the routers’ operating frequency has
a major influence on the delay (i.e., DR). Naturally, the impact of reactive management is
more considerable, since the number of monitoring packets is directly influenced by varying
TThresh.

The conducted simulations as well as the
resulting considerations suggest that the behavior of DR and tR,DFS only provides conclusions
of limited expressiveness regarding the impact
of different configurations on system performance. Nevertheless, an increase of TThresh is
not advisable to minimize DR and tR,DFS. This is
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also true for increasing ActThresh (i.e., reduction
of monitoring messages) yielding only small
improvements for tR,DFS, but impairing dR
clearly. Thus, in case router performance is
decisive a small TThresh is advisable for both
reactive and proactive management in order to
avoid unnecessary decrease of performance.
Of course, this negatively affects TAvg and ∆T.

Throughput and Traffic
Regarding DataNet and PTrans the proactive approach performs better than reactive management for NoC sizes above 2x2, showing mostly
mediocre improvements (Table 4), although the
NoC should have considerably more capacities for regular traffic. This phenomenon can
be explained by referring to the design of the
TMU. As stated before, the TMU behaves like
a regular IP core (i.e., receiving and sending
data packets), as long as no management has
to be performed. Apparently, this case occurs
more infrequently for proactive management
than for reactive management, since incoming packets containing activity statistics need
to be processed. Another cause may be the
disproportionately high number of monitoring packets crossing the NoC (Table 6). This
increases traffic load and potentially raises the
probability of congestions. Therefore, a higher
value for ActThresh may be advisable in order to
relieve the NoC (i.e., abet DataNet and PTrans),
reduce temperature (monitoring and instruction
packets are also incorporated into temperature
calculation), eliminate redundant management
effort and thereby exploit the advantages of

proactive management more effectively. The
impact of different management configurations on proactive and reactive management
is depicted in Figure 9. Naturally, for reactive
management the number of transmitted probe
packets MonTrans can be drastically reduced by
raising TThresh. For proactive management this
even has a negative effect (Figure 14), since a
higher TThresh only delays the forwarding of TMU
management instructions, leaving the NoC
components in full performance mode longer
(i.e., more switching activity can be detected
and reported). Nevertheless, best results for
both approaches regarding DataNet and PTrans
are achieved using a high value for TThresh (i.e.,
C1.3) yielding identical results. For proactive
management MonTrans can be reduced by raising ActThresh (C4.2 and C4.3), while this has
absolutely no effect for reactive management.
In this case improvements induced by proactive management for DataNet and PTrans are most
distinctive, but still do not come up to C1.3.
Varying TBound (C2.2 and C2.3) as well as ∆TMax
(C3.2 and C3.3) obtains no acceptable results.
To conclude, in order to reduce penalties
for DataNet and PTrans a reduction of monitoring
packets is the best approach. Increasing TThresh
works best for both reactive and proactive
management. While for reactive management
MonTrans can be significantly reduced, for proactive management MonTrans is even increased to
due to delayed initiation of management instructions. This may cause undesirable side effects
like increased traffic load and congestions.
Therefore, for proactive management a combined increase of ActThresh and TThresh is recom-

Table 4. Results for average values of net data throughput DataNet and the number of delivered
data packets PTrans for NoC sizes from 2x2 to 4x4 for proactive management, reactive management and the reference system
Config C1.1

DataNet [bit/cycle]
2x2

3x3

4x4

Proactive

23

44

Reactive

30

Reference

33

PTrans
2x2

3x3

4x4

88

2055962

3977120

7917623

43

84

1807481

3895553

7553870

76

142

2949522

6789250

12685515
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mendable eliminating side effects and yielding
most considerable improvements compared to
reactive management.

Temperature
The impact of proactive and reactive management on the average on-chip temperature TAvg,
the peak temperature difference ∆T and tR,illegal
the average time a single router exceeded the
specified maximum safe operating temperature
of 75 °C is shown in Table 5. As it can be seen,
both approaches are capable of reducing TAvg as
well as ∆T with effectiveness growing with NoC
size. Furthermore, at least for the standard configuration C1.1 reactive management continuously performs better indicating that proactive
management needs further adjustment. Regarding tR,illegal, for small NoC sizes both approaches
perform well, while this advantage diminishes
for larger NoCs (i.e., a router is almost whole
simulation time of 50 ms in unsafe temperature
state). For a 4x4 NoC thermal management
even acts counterproductive. The impact of
configurations from C1.1 to C4.3 on TAvg and
∆T are illustrated in Figure 10 and Figure 11
respectively. Additionally, tR,illegal is depicted in
Figure 12. As it can be seen, both approaches
achieve the best results for TAvg and ∆T when
applying a higher TBound (C2.2 and C2.3) or
a higher ∆TMax (C3.2 and C3.3). In contrast,
raising TThresh or ActThresh acts counterproductive, since localization of potential hot spots
and execution of appropriate countermeasures

is delayed for reactive as well as for proactive
management. The only exception is C4.2 for
proactive management causing impairments
relative to C1.1, which are more acceptable.
These characteristics indicate that a higher ∆TMax
and a higher TBound contribute to the uniformity of
on-chip temperature distribution. Due to the fact
that these parameters mainly influence how and
when task relocations between the IP cores are
executed, improvements are presumably limited
to the temperature of IP cores. This assumption
is supported by Figure 12. As it can be seen,
improvements are achieved at the expense of
router temperature (i.e., on average routers are
forced to operate in unsafe temperature state
longer). Only an increased TThresh and drastically increased ActThresh are capable of reducing
tR,illegal while still partly preserving the achieved
improvements.
On the one hand, when directly comparing
temperature reductions for each configuration
reactive management outperforms the proactive
approach at least for the used configurations.
On the other hand, if the made observations are
included and a reduction of thermal stress inflicted on the routers is desired, increased TThresh
or ActThresh are most advisable resulting in a
benefit for proactive management regarding
TAvg and ∆T. The downside is that the best results
for TAvg as well as ∆T on the one side and tR,illegal
on the other side cannot be achieved concurrently (i.e., a trade-off has to be taken).Generally, this conforms to previous observations
regarding net data throughput and traffic load.

Table 5. Results for average temperature TAvg, peak temperature difference ∆T and the average
time a router operated in unsafe temperature state tR,illegal for NoC sizes from 2x2 to 4x4 for
proactive management, reactive management and the reference system
Config C1.1

TAvg [°C]
2x2

3x3

∆T [°C]
4x4

2x2

3x3

tR,illegal [ms]
4x4

2x2

3x3

4x4

Proactive

64.3

65.6

68.0

12.1

16.3

23.4

1.1

34.7

48.3

Reactive

63.7

65.5

67.6

9.0

15.9

22.9

0.0

36.0

46.3

Reference

66.5

69.7

72.9

10.0

30.6

39.2

33.2

37.2

41.5
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Figure 10. The average temperature TAvg for configurations C1.1 to C4.3 for a 4x4 NoC

Figure 11. Peak temperature difference ∆T for configurations C1.1 to C4.3 for a 4x4 NoC

Management Effort
The effort conducted for thermal management
is not only crucial for temperature distribution
but also impacts system performance, since for
example task relocations necessitate reorganization or rescheduling (in this work this is not
considered) and DFS obviously slows down
performance. Therefore, management measures
should be limited to a necessary minimum.

Three parameters indicating the actual management effort are MonTrans (the number of transmitted monitoring messages), InstrTrans (the number
of transmitted management instructions) and
the number of task relocations between the IP
cores. The results for NoC sizes from 2x2 to
4x4 using configuration C1.1 are depicted in
Table 6. As expected, for both approaches all
three parameters increase with growing NoC
sizes with proactive management generally
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Figure 12. The average time a router operated in unsafe temperature state tR,illegal for configurations C1.1 to C4.3 for a 4x4 NoC

indicating a higher management effort. This
becomes most apparent for MonTrans revealing
a disproportionate high amount of monitoring
packets. The impact of configurations from C1.1
to C4.3 on the number of task relocations as well
as the number of monitoring and instruction
messages is illustrated in Figure 13 and Figure
14 respectively. As it can be seen in Figure 13
an increased TThresh (C1.2 and C1.3) significantly
contributes to the reduction of the number of
task relocations with proactive management
slightly outperforming reactive management.
This originates from a deferred initiation of
management mechanisms. As seen before, this
diminishes the impairment of performance (Figure 9). Furthermore, since every relocation is
connected with a certain amount of management
effort (e.g., scheduling, recovery of execution),
a reduced number of task relocations certainly
relieves system management (this is currently
not considered in our performance analysis).
Of course, this antagonizes the reduction of
temperature imbalances. Increasing TBound and
∆TMax has moderate impact on the number of
task relocations. This way TAvg and ∆T can be
influenced positively, but performance penalties as well as increased values for tR,illegal have

to be accepted. Configurations C4.2 and C4.3
are attended by reduced performance penalties
(Figure 9) but also yield worse results for all
temperature related parameters. Regarding a
reduction of the number of monitoring messages, due to their nature reactive and proactive
management benefit most from an increase of
TThresh (C1.3) and ActThresh (C4.3) (Figure 14). In
order to further relieve the NoC by limiting the
number of instruction messages to a minimum,
raising TThresh (C1.3) is the best choice for both
approaches, since initiation of instructions is
directly linked to this parameter. An increase
of ActThresh for proactive management has even
a negative effect, since probably the TMU’s internal temperature model of the NoC is updated
too infrequently leading to false decisions for
management instructions. All other parameter
combinations still have a significant, but clearly
smaller impact.
To conclude, a trade-off between the desired
results for temperature and the admissible
penalties regarding performance and effort for
system management has to be carefully chosen.
Furthermore, cross effects have to be considered
complicating explicit suggestions which set of
parameters to choose.
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Table 6. Results for the number of task relocations as well as the number of transmitted monitoring
and instruction messages for thermal management for NoC sizes from 2x2 to 4x4 for proactive
management and reactive management (1 flit per message)
Config C1.1

# Task Relocations
2x2

3x3

4x4

# MonTrans

# InstrTrans

2x2

3x3

4x4

2x2

3x3

4x4

Proactive

61

133

362

3618

9720

24493

241

484

823

Reactive

46

129

326

640

1774

3959

293

425

694

Figure 13. Number of task relocations for configurations C1.1 to C4.3 for a 4x4 NoC

The simulations conducted in this section
show that parameters for thermal management,
system performance, temperature distribution
and NoC size are strongly correlated. Results
clarify that management parameters have to
be individually adapted to different NoC sizes
in order to guarantee a certain level of system
performance. This applies to reactive and proactive management. Furthermore, results are
mainly sensitive to the amount of monitoring
data (i.e., temperature values for reactive and
activity statistics for proactive management),
since this traffic naturally constitutes the bigger
part of overall management traffic and therefore
contributes most to NoC congestion leading
to unacceptable delays for both temperature
management and regular traffic. Modification
of management parameters facilitates adaptation of thermal management to the performance

needs of the underlying system. Generally,
results show that for both reactive and proactive
management positive effects on temperature
distribution can be traded off against performance. In case temperatures and an impairment
of delay (e.g., DR) are required to be as low as
possible, parameters for task relocation need to
be relaxed. In contrast, if high data throughput
(DataNet, PTrans) is preferred, thresholds for the
detection of temperature violations have to be
increased. However, in order to exploit the
potentially shorter response times of proactive
management (Equation 5) especially ActThresh
needs to be adjusted precisely. As shown in Figure 14 a low value (configuration C1.1) results
in a disproportionately large amount of packets
containing activity statistics when compared to
reactive management. This leads to comparatively moderate results not revealing the full
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capabilities of proactive management especially
for larger NoCs (Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6), which
is also reflected in direct comparisons of reactive and proactive management for particular
configurations. While for comparisons of best
results for both approaches over all configurations primarily reactive management is in favor,
proactive management mostly outperforms
reactive management in direct comparison. It
is important to mention that this is achieved
with settings causing a minimum number of
monitoring packets for proactive management,
which is still significantly higher than for any
results of reactive management (Figure 14).
Therefore, it stands to reason that a further
increase of ActThresh for proactive management
would yield a more equitable comparison and
possibly better results.

CONCLUSION
In this paper a proactive approach for thermal
management of NoCs is proposed. For this
purpose, the NoC infrastructure is mapped on
a network of RC-tiles. Thereby, the dualism
of electrical and thermal energy flows can
be exploited in order to model the thermal

behavior of a NoC. The RC-model is used to
simulate the proactive thermal management
of NoC-based systems executed by a central
Thermal Management Unit (TMU). The
TMU uses the temperature model to predict
the temperature distribution based on activity
statistics and triggers appropriate measures,
instead of relying on temperature values,
which are transmitted by thermal sensors. This
contributes to the reduction of response times
for thermal management and to the decrease
of additional traffic congesting the NoC, since
on the one hand only activities are reported
and on the other hand decrease in temperature
is calculated instead of being reported. Nevertheless, thermal sensors are still needed for
model calibration and periodical correction of
predicted values. Furthermore, response times
for the execution of measures for thermal management are shortened, since the waiting time
between the occurrence of a switching activity
and the corresponding temperature rise can
be avoided. Comparisons between proactive
thermal management and an equivalent reactive implementation show that with the applied
settings mostly slight improvements regarding
performance as well as temperature distribution

Figure 14. Number of monitoring and instruction messages for configurations C1.1 to C4.3 for
a 4x4 NoC
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can be observed. To utilize the full potential of
proactive management further modifications
of the management parameters especially
concerning the frequency of capturing activity
statistics have to be evaluated. Nevertheless,
results for different configurations show that
in order to achieve practical advancements for
on-chip temperature distribution, a decrease of
performance has to be accepted in either case.
Furthermore, management parameters have to
be individually adapted to particular NoC sizes
to sustain sufficient system performance while
applying thermal management.
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APPENDIX
Table 7. Router delay DR, Delay of Packet delivery DP, net data throughput DataNet, the number
of delivered packets PTrans, average temperature TAvg, the peak temperature difference ∆T and
the average time a router operated in unsafe temperature state tR,illegal for the reference system
Reference

2x2

3x3

4x4

DR [cycles]

5

6

6

DP [cycles]

29

34

41

DataNet [bit/cycle]

33

76

142

PTrans

2949522

6789250

12685515

TAvg [°C]

66.5

69.7

72.9

∆T [°C]

12.1

30.6

39.2

tR,illegal [ms]

33.2

37.2

41.5
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